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A functional resume or Skills Summary is designed to highlight your skills and achievements at the top of your resume, rather than grouping them under the jobs or positions you have held as in a chronological resume. It emphasizes your qualifications and skills, not your employment history. Advertising Functional RESUME is commonly used by a person changing careers where
an employment history may not be as important as the skills and achievements that will qualify a person for a new career. Functional resumes can also be useful for a person entering the workforce after a long absence, students, military officers, or someone with a spotty career (meaning that they have had several periods of unemployment, bounced around a lot, or worked in
many unrelated jobs). Our free resume template for Microsoft Word can be used to create a functional resume. It's just about moving or renaming some of the titles of the section. What's unique about a functional resume? There are many different types of functional resumes, and the line between a chronological resume and a functional resume can be blurred. A cross between
these two types of resumes is commonly referred to as a combined resume. A chronological summary can include resume qualifications and skills and achievement sections at the top just like a functional resume. But the more you move the skills, projects and achievements from your work history into these sections, the more functional your resume becomes. In a functional
summary, Experience can be just an employment story, where you list the jobs you had, but without description. A functional resume of a functional resume may include a Functional Resume section at the top, perhaps below the goal. A functional resume is a suggestion that gives you an overview of your experience. This section of the title is unique to a functional resume, but a
functional resume does not require the use of a functional resume. Example of a functional resume: a senior technical manager with 15 years of management experience, 10 years of technical staff in the automotive industry and a master's degree in mechanical engineering. If you have no good reason to do otherwise, consider using the Qualification Summary section instead of
the so-called functional resume. By definition, they are almost the same, but it may be more clear to the reader what to expect if they see the phrase Summary of Qualification. The drawbacks of a functional resume hiring manager may not be able to tell when and where you learned different skills, or who you worked for when you reduced your operating costs by $100,000 a year.
One way to avoid this is to mention the employer when you list major achievements such as reducing operating costs at ABC by $100,000 a year. Or, you can group your achievements consistent with the positions you have taken, not on the topic. Sample Functional The table below shows the outlines for several functional summary examples. Example 2 uses a section called
Summary instead of a Functional Summary. It can also be labeled as a Career Summary. In example 1, skills are categorized by skill type, while example 2 class is listed as position type. Example 1 OBJECTIVE SUMMARY OF SKILLS AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS - Management Skills - Skills - Skills - Skills interpersonal and teamwork - Computer Skills EMPLOYMENT
EDUCATION Example 2 OBJECTIVE SUMMARY OF THE WORLD - Senior Manager - Group Leader - Technical Staff - Graduate Student EDUCATION EMPLOYMENT More functional examples of summary examples Sample Functional RESUMEs below can be viewed via Adobe Reader. An example of a functional resume (PDF) writing.colostate.edu - It's actually a very nice
resume. You'll notice that the first title is a Career Summary, which is clearer than the Functional Summary of Example Skills Summary (PDF) on writing.colostate.edu - There is very little difference, if any, between a Functional Resume and a Skills Resume. In this particular example, I don't really care about a long-type resume item. This resume is not very skim. In the Design
section, the verb action developed is over-used (can try created, invented, produced, developed, etc.). Disclaimer: Information on this page is only for educational purposes. TIP: Need a cover letter? Click here to see our cover letter templates. 1Indition Functional resumes are usually written for a very specific purpose, placing more emphasis on opportunities and previous
achievements about typical chronological formats. A summary like this functional resume template for Word can be helpful in making a career change or moving to another role. Regardless of the goal, they still need to stand out markedly with a clear summary statement, work history, education section and skills section. Take a look at our example and these guidelines for ideas
on how to make a functional resume job as a vital tool in your career search.2For functional resume, resume statement is the key to getting your message out there in front and center. You should adapt your resume statement to support your goals and bring out skills that may not be evident in your recent experience. In our functional summary template for Word, we show how to
write a resume statement that creates an outstanding impact and discusses your value in ignorant terms. You should also try to keep your resume statement at no more than three sentences or bullet points lead with a clear statement about your title and years of experience to present your value to your target industryHere several ways to write a summary statement in both
paragraphs and list style: Paragraph Staff is an accountant with 13 years of business accountant management experience including receivables and payables. The ability to keep an accurate and timely record of the supplier Consistently prevent overpayments and lost funds by ensuring detailed accounting of all accounts. Dedicated customer service representative with 6 years of
experience in the call center environment. It is able to seamlessly handle the volume of a call hundreds daily to provide quick resolution for customer requests. Commitment to solving problems quickly and ensuring customer satisfaction. List style: Administrative Assistant with 9 years of experience with top managers Has extensive experience in filing applications, office systems,
planning and project support Excel in a team environment requiring interfunctional collaboration3Writing Your Skills Section With a strong skills section, you can be sure that employers are focusing on areas of expertise important to your current career path. This section allows you to build a list of keywords and phrases that can ferry your resume past automated text scanners, as
well as giving employers an on-look look at the breadth and depth of your skills. While we show an example of this in our functional resume template for Word, be sure to also vary your keywords depending on the target work by selecting phrases from the job description Use descriptive phrases that are easy to scan and are available to search Mix phrases from the description of
the work with shared industry keywords describing your best skillsY can view this sample of skills for financial analyst to give you some ideas for how to build your skills section: Financial Reporting General Variance Analysis Cost and Benefit Analysis Financial Reporting Executive Communication4Writing Your Work History Section While functional resumes don't rely so heavily on
your work experience, this is no reason not to write a terrific story that supports your goals. You want to carefully distribute how much space you spend on specific jobs; Focus on those that best qualify you for your current goal and minimize others to one or two bullets. Take a look at our functional resume template for Word for the best way to do this, as well as the following
pointers: Always lead with a strong verb of action at the beginning of each Mix offer daily features with achievements that use numbers to show value creation integrate additional keywords that meet target tasks to show how you use these skills in the context of an older Cut, non-relevant experience. to write your work experience in a clear, concise way: Project Manager Directed
full lifecycle project for designing construction and construction projects in the civil sector. Worked with agencies and partners on resolution and requirements. The business analyst conducted an in-depth analysis of business processes and systems. Manager Raised relationships with Fortune 100 100 customers The oil and gas sector has sold a full range of products to the
accounts to gain a position as a reliable partner Generated more than $42 million in product sales through skilful product placement in 1 yearWriting Your Education section Use your education section To show employers that you have the qualifications you need for the job you want and that you are adaptable and consistently seeking to learn. Depending on your career, you may
have more certificates than degrees or vice versa. Regardless of your educational history, you should refer to our functional resume template for Word for Examples, and adhere to these guidelines: Cut off any irrelevant education or early academic certificates such as high school diplomas Make sure that your listed education is relevant to the assignments you are guided to, if you
do not complete a degree, list all relevant trainings and courses to replace How you write a short training section for maintenance: Master Level Specialist in HVAC Excellence Certification - 2016EPA 608 Certification - 2015Sociative Science in Mechanical Engineering - 2014South Seattle Community College6Using Action Verbs in Your Functional Word Summary Action Pattern
Action Verbs make the difference between being responsible for your work and taking responsibility for it. Avoid using boring, passive terms such as being responsible for and instead focus on verbs that use active language to convey engagement. Check out our functional resume template for Word to see how to start phrases with verbs, and get more information on how to
breathe new life into your resume with a new writing approach. Here's a great example of how verbs of action can strengthen your letter: Directed global IT project management for 12 sites in 6 countries in partnership with top managers, To determine the future of IT roadmap projects, Motivated, trained and mentored by 32 local and remote technical staff shaved $41 million from
annual development costs to outsource key partners optimized business performance through a number of improvement projects introduced a new data repository to facilitate project collaboration through SharePoint7A metrics Functional resume using metrics is a great way to produce a great way to produce impressing employers by demonstrating exactly the results you've
generated in previous roles. Include values that cover the results of your achievements by writing achievements with numbers. Be sure to check the accuracy of the metrics reported in your accomplishments, so you don't accidentally represent $500,000 in budget management as $5,000,000 in budget management, but overall don't be afraid to brag. You can take a look at our
functional resume template for Word for a few How numerical achievements look in context.Compare the difference with achievements without metrics compared to achievements with metrics: WITHOUT METRIC: Eliminated service costs through the providerWITH METRIC: Eliminated $400,000 in service costs through renegotiation Extended hospital capacity to serve more
patients daily WITH METRIC: Extended hospital capacity to serve another 150 patients daily WITHOUT METRIC: Improved open email and METRIC WITH click rates: Improved open email and click rates by 12% and 19% respectively functional resume template free microsoft
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